Changing how the world will
read and write
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Introducing iRex Technologies
• Since 2001 the iRex team has been playing a leading role
in the electronic paper display industry
• As part of Philips and in close partnership with E Ink
Corporation, the iRex people developed the E Ink-based
electronic paper display for the first commercially available
e-reader in 2004, the Sony Librié
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Introducing iRex Technologies
• In 2005, iRex Technologies was founded as an
independent spin-off from Royal Philips Electronics

• In 2006, iRex introduced the iRex iLiad,
the world’s first interactive e-reader that you
can write on, with wifi for newspaper downloads.
• In 2008, iRex introduced the iRex DR1000S,
the worlds first 10” EPD, optimized for A4 reading.
• In 2009, iRex introduced the iRex DR800SG,
entering the US market, challenging Amazon and
Sony.
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Innovating together
• Innovation lies at the heart of iRex Technologies
• It is our vision to introduce leading technology into the
market in the field of reading and make a difference in
how the world will read and write
• We believe that the best way to accomplish our vision is
through open innovation and cooperation

• Partners of iRex Technologies
– E Ink Corporation, Wacom
– PVI, ChiLin, Freescale
– Les Echos, NRC Handelsblad
– Qualigraf, VisonObjects
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Digitalization of content
• Until the 1980’s media relied primarily on print and analogue
technology. In the last 30 years we have seen the rapid
transformation into media which depend upon the use of
digital computers and technology
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… still no paperless office...
• Along with the rise of the personal computer came the prediction
of the “paperless office”. Computer technology was supposed to
replace paper.
• But that didn’t happen. Every country in the Western world uses
more paper today than it did 10 years ago.
• By automating our offices we have increased our ability to
produce paper at a growing rate. Computers, printers, e-mail
and the internet have dramatically increased the volume of
information that many people deal with and print every day.
• The average US office worker prints out more than 10,000
pages a year of which 75% are
thrown away in a week’s time
and 50% even within the day
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Why did paper persist
• Unique set of “affordances” of paper, that permit specific
kinds of use.
– Tangible, pick up a document, flip through it
– Tailorable, easily annotate it, scribble on it as you read
– Collaborative, pass notes to colleagues, discuss
documents at hand
• No full integration of digital printed media: still “print”
– Office workers store information digitally but they
continue to print out documents.
– The computer did not solve the problems that paper
solved
– Poor readability of PC / Laptop monitors causes
eyestrain
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E-ink characteristics:
• Mobile
–Low power usage
–Light weight
–Thin
• Reading
–“close to paper” readability
–Read under all circumstances (outdoors)
–No flickering
• No video
• Full color in 2011

Why strive for paperless reading?
• We are more mobile than in the past
– Weight & volume of all paper documents

• Data is changing faster than in the past
• The exponential growth of content makes printing of
documents a hassle
– Volumes, search and convenience in productivity
– Costs of print and distribution are rising excessively

• The use of natural resources for printing paper is a
growing concern
– Natural forests are being destroyed at an unsustainable
pace – more than 30 million forested acres are lost annually.
– The pulp and paper industry is the single largest consumer
of water used in industrial activities and the third greatest
industrial greenhouse gas emitter after the chemical and
steel industry
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Paperless Reading solutions
• With the introduction of the electronic paper display technology the
unique affordances of paper are integrated with the affordances of
digital documents
– A paper-like reading experience, with the ability to physically interact
with the content and all the benefits of digital content

• Proof of how this technology has been succesfully intregrated in the
book and newspaper market is the success of the iRex iLiad, Amazon
Kindle and Sony Reader.
– Industry analysts estimate that the sales of
ereaders in this segment will grow to 5 million
in 2009.

• Untill today, the major part of digital print
media has not been addressed: a paperless
reading solution for A4/letter sized documents
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Environmental impact
Leiden University research (Deetman & Odegard, 09)
Printer (1x) vs. Digital reader DR1000S (30x)
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Future?... It’s already here.
Consultancy/Sales:
All documentation with
you on client visit

Proof readers:
Most convenient way to
read and annotate

Maintenance engineer:
All service manuals
readable in full sunlight
and fill in forms

Academic education:
All materials available
for students and
professors
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(technical) publisher:
A better device to consume
more of their specialist content

Leisure readers / consumer:
Books and newspapers

City council:
All meeting reports
up to date and easily distributed
to all members

Questions

Questions?
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